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PERTURBATIONS AND GROUND STATES

OF C*-DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

HIDEKI KUROSE

Abstract. In this paper we show that if a C*-dynamical system has an irreducible

covariant representation, every relatively bounded "-derivation for its generator is

also implemented by a relatively bounded selfadjoint operator for that associated

with the dynamics. As its application, we assert that the existence of ground states of

a C*-dynamical system is stable under sufficiently small perturbations.

C*-dynamical systems have been studied as a mathematical formulation for

quantum mechanics, in particular, quantum statistical mechanics with time evolu-

tion. One of the most interesting problems is that concerned with perturbations. Let

(A, a, R) be a C*-dynamical system, 8a be its (infinitesimal) generator, and 8 be

another *-derivation in A with the domain S>(8) = 3>{8a). Then it follows from

Longo [9] that 8 is relatively bounded for 8a, that is, there are nonnegative constants c

and d such that \\8(x)\\ < c\\x\\ + d\\8a(x)\\ for all x in @(8a). Furthermore, Batty [2]

showed that if d < 1, 8ß = 8a + 8 generates a C*-dynamics (A, ß, R), which is said

to be small perturbation for a. In the special case that d = 0, the dynamics ß is said

to be bounded perturbation for a.

Under the above results, we can discuss the stability of physical properties for the

initial dynamics under perturbations. For example, it is well known that the

existence of KMS-states and ground states is stable under bounded perturbations [1,

6 and 11], and Batty [3] showed that the stability of ground states also holds for

type-I C*-dynamical systems and its small perturbations.

In this article we first discuss the covariance of a *-derivation 8 in A with

3i(8) = 3>(8a) in irreducible a-covariant representations and show that the relative

boundedness of 8 for 8a automatically leads that of their implementing selfadjoint

operators. As its corollary, we assert that the existence of ground states is stable

under sufficiently small perturbations. Our discussions heavily depend on a recent

work of Kishimoto [8]. The author would like to thank Professor Kishimoto for

fruitful discussions with him and helpful suggestions.

We begin by stating the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let ( A, a, R) be a C *-dynamical system with a generator 8a, let \p be an

a-invariant pure state of A, and let (tt, ¿f, £, H) be the G.N.S. a-covariant representa-

tion for \p such that iHtr(a)^ = ir(8a(a))£. Consider a *-derivation 8 with the domain
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2(8) = 2(8a). Then there exists a selfadjoint element k in A such that \p °(8 + Ad ik)

= 0 and we can find a selfadjoint operator K in ^satisfying

(i)77(5(a)) = [iK,-n(a)]foralla G 2(8a),

(n)2(K)zz> 2(H), and

(iii) K is relatively bounded for H, that is,

11*7,11 < cx\\i)\\ + c2||//r,||   for all r, g 2(H),

where cx and c2 are nonnegative constants that do not depend on tj.

Furthermore, if 8 is a generator, we have 2(K) = 2(H).

Proof. We first note that H is defined by iHir(a)^ = ir(8a(a))£ for a g 2(8a)

and satisfies (1 ± iH)ir(2(8a))£ = tr((l ± 8a)2(8aM = <A)i -■&, so that H is

a selfadjoint operator in Jfwith the domain 2(H) = 7r(2(8a))£.

Let « be a a-weakly continuous one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of

M = 3S(ye) defined by ct(x) = e"Hxe~i,H, then As = Ad iH is its generator. We

denote by Ma(ß) (resp. AQ(ß)) a spectral subspace for 5 (resp. a) associated with a

set ß c R = R and set Mf = UMs(ß) (resp. AaF = UAQ(ß)), where ß runs over

compact sets in R. Batty [3] showed that there exists a *-derivation A from tr(2(8a))

into 7t( A) such that A('u(a)) = w(ô(a)) for a G 2(8a). It follows from Kishimoto [8]

that A is a-weakly closable and its closure A is a generator of a a-weakly continuous

dynamics on M whose domain 2(A) contains Mp, and the restriction Al^«,^ is

a-weakly continuous on M"(ß) n Mx, where Mx is the unit ball of M and ß is an

arbitrary compact subset of R.

Let p be a one-dimensional projection in M associated with £, then p is fixed by

the action ä, so that belongs to 2(A). Set h = i(Ä(p)p - pÂ(p)) G Mh> where Mh

denotes the selfadjoint part of M. Since tt(A) acts irreducibly on Jif, there exists

k g Ah such that 7r(/c)£ = h£. Then we have, for* in .©(A),

((Â+Adin(k))(x)Ç,è) = (A(x)Ç,Ç)+([m(k),x]è,è)

= (A(x)i,è)+([ih,x]t,t)

= ({pÄ(x)p-pMp)px+pÄ(p)x+pxÄ(p)-xpÄ(p)p)i,^)

= (A(pxp)Í,i)

= (PÂ(pxp)pè,è)

= 0,

where we used the equality pA(p)p = 0 andpxp = Xp for some À g C, which easily

follows from A(p) = A(p2) = pA(p) + A(p)p and the fact that p is one-

dimensional. These techniques are due to Bratteli and Robinson [5]. Since A

+ Ad itr(k) is a generator of a a-weakly continuous dynamics on M, if we set

iK'xè= (Ä +AdiTt(k))(x)£,

it follows from the above calculation that A"' is a selfadjoint operator in Jfsuch that
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2(K') = 0(A)! and Ä + AdiV(A:) = Ad/A". Setting K = K' - w(k), we have, for

a g 2(8a),

w(8(a)) = it((8 + Ad !*)(«)) -77(Ad;7c(a))

= (A + Ad iir(k))(ir(a)) - Ad iir(k)(ir(a))

= AdiK'(tr(a)) - Ad iir(k)(ir(a))

= Ad;A:(7r(a)),

so that the assertions (i), (ii), and \p °(o + Ad ik) = 0 are proved.

By the general theory, (1 + A5)_1 is contractive and a-weakly continuous and

maps the spectral subspace M°(Q) onto itself. Since A|Mä(i2) is a-weakly continuous

on M"(Q,)C\MX for every compact subset ß of R, A(l + Aä)~l\M«(ü) is also

a-weakly continuous on Ma(ß) n Mx. On the other hand, by Longo [9], the

condition 2(8) = 2(8a) leads to the relative boundedness of 8 for 8a, and Batty [3]

shows that it also holds for A and A5 on 7r(2(8a)), that is, there exist nonnegative

constants c and d such that ||A7r(a)ll < c||w(a)|| + rf||A57r(a)|| for all a in 2(8a).

Thus we have, for x g tt(A),

¡A(l + A,)"1*! < c|(l + A,)"1*! + d||Aa(l + Asy\\\

< (c + 2d)\\x\\.

By the continuity of A(l + Aa)_1 and the Kaplansky density theorem, the inequality

also holds for any x in MF. Setting y = (1 + Aä)~1x, we have

\\Ây\\<(c + 2d)\\(l + A-a)y\\

< (c + 2d){\\y\\ + \\A&(y)\\)    for all v g M*.

Since A is a-weakly closed, hence norm closed, and AaF is the core for 8a, it follows

that

\\A(*(a)p)\\z(c + 2d){\\v(a)p\\ + \\AB(v(a)p)\\)    for all a in2(8a).

Thus we have, for a & 2(8a),

\\K^(an\\^\\(K.+ n(k))n(.fl)è\[ + Hk)7r(a)^\\

-||^V(a)í|| + H*(*)»(«)íll

= ||(A  +  Ad/77(/c))(77(a))!|| + ||^(/c)77(a)!||

= ||(A + Ad iw(k))(ir(a))p\\ + \\ir(k)ir(a)Ç\\

= ||(A+Ad/>(/c))(^(a)p)|| + ||77(/c)W(a)!||

< (c + 2d){Ma)p\\ + \\As(n(a)p)\\)

+ 2\\k\\Ha)p\\ + \\k\\\Ha)è\\

= (c + 2d+ 3\\k\\)\\«(a)è\\ + (c + 2d)\\A-a(ir(a))p\\

= {c + 2d+ 3B/k||j||»(fl)€Í| + (c + 2d)||*Mu)¿||,

where we used (Ä +Ad iir(k))(p) = A5(p) = 0.
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If o is a generator, 8 + Ad ik is also a generator, so that, as the first remark in the

proof for2(H), we havs2(K') = 2(K) = <n(2(8a))£. This completes the proof.

Let (A, a,R) be a C*-dynamical system and let ôa be its generator. A state \p of A

is said to be a ground state for a iff it satisfies i\¡/(a*8a(a)) < 0 for all a g 2(8a). In

this case \p is automatically «-invariant, if we denote the G.N.S. a-covariant

representation for ^ by (w, Jf, !, H), we have H > 0 [6, 11].

Corollary 2. Let (A, a, R) ka C*-dynamical system which has ground states, let

8a be a generator of a, and let 8 be another *-derivation in A with the domain

2(8) = 2(8a). Then, for every real number X with \X\ sufficiently small, the continuous

dynamics ß generated by o» = ôa + X8 also has ground states.

Proof. The set of all ground states for a forms a weak*-closed face of the state

space of A, so that its extremal points are pure ground states for a. Let ^ be a pure

ground state for a, and let (tr, Jif, !, H) be the G.N.S. a-covariant representation

for \p with H > 0. Then there exists a selfadjoint operator K in ^satisfying the

conditions in Theorem 1. It follows that

*{8ß(a)) = ir((8a + X8)(a)) = [i(H + XK), 77(a)]    for a g 2(8a).

For every real number X with |À| sufficiently small, by [2], 8ß generates a continuous

dynamics ß and, by the relative boundedness of K for H, the Kato-Rellich Theorem

[10, Theorem 5.4.11] asserts that H + XK is a lowerbounded selfadjoint operator.

Thus, by [3, 11], ß has ground states, which completes the proof.

Corollary 3. Let (A, a, R) be a C*-dynamical system which has an irreducible

a-covariant representation (it, Jf, H) with ir(at(a)) = e"Hir(a)e~"H, 8 be a *-deriva-

tion in A with the domain 2(8) = 2(8a), where 8a is the generator of a. Then there

exists a selfadjoint operator K in ¿fsatisfying the three conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorem 1.

Moreover, if 8 is a generator, we have2(K) = 2(H).

Proof. Set a,(x) = e"Hxe~'lH and Aä = Ad iH, and consider the C*-dynamical

system (C(Jf ), ä|C(jr), R), where C(Jf ) is the C*-algebra of all compact operators

on Jf. By Bratteli and Robinson [5], there exists a rank-one projection p in 2(AS).

Let ! be a unit vector in the range of p. The irreducibility of 77 implies that

7r(/i)!= i(Aá(p)p -pAä(p))!   for some h g A,.

Then, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can see that

^((*fl + Ad ih){a)) = (*((Sa + Ad ih)(a))t, !)

= 0    foraG0(oJ.

Applying Theorem 1 to e'^ + M¡h^ and ô, the assertion follows.

The relative boundedness question has been also considered in a slightly different

context in the recent papers [4 and 7]. The author would like to thank the referee for

having announced these papers to him.
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